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Operational Call Outs  February:-   
23rd February until 29th February :- Bush Fire 
support teams deployed to Carnarvon.  
 
The fires were not as huge and were more wide-
spread, compared with the previous month but the 
logistics teams had many trips to provide fuel, 
food, drinks, ice, changeover personnel etc. Most 
of the travelling this time was on the blacktop and 
one of the hazards was the many cattle which had 
moved from the huge burnt out areas to road side 
areas which still had feed for them.  
 
When pulling into the Carnarvon unit after one trip 
the team had to immediately turn out to the airport 
where a landing aircraft reported their nose wheel 
hadn’t locked down correctly. Fortunately the 
nose wheel was locked and it landed safely. 
 
In January the main troop carrier used was brand 
new with just a few kilometers on the clock -  at 
the end of this deployment the same vehicle had 
done over 9,000 km - in just over a month!. 
 
The photographs opposite show an isolated grass 
fire, a grateful fire crew receiving much needed 
food and drinks at the road side and Cindy (who 
had spent most of her time in the radio room), get-
ting ready to hand out supplies to another fire 
crew.. 
 
February Training : 
13th - Storm Damage :- 
 
This refresher and overview training was attended by the 
majority of the unit members. This included roof safety 
systems, using vehicles as anchors and tarping roofs. 
 
26th - Cliff Rescue team training at ‘Z’ bend gorge. 
 
An early start (0700) was made for this full days rope and 
cliff rescue training, as the gorges can be 10 degrees hot-
ter than the townsite - plenty of water was taken to ensure 
no dehydration by the mixed team of qualified members on 
a refresher and new members going for their first jump.  
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Rope training on the tower at the unit is not as daunt-
ing as the 25 and 45 metre cliffs for the new trainees. 
This was the first time over the edge for Joanne 
Kanara (a little nervous) but with expert guidance and 
instruction from the qualified instructors and trainers, 
she achieved her first abseil successfully and safely. 
The same applied to Annette Worthington, who was 
escorted down under instruction and for safety with 
Loni acting as her breakman. The ‘Autostop’ abseiling 
equipment is fail safe - let go, or pull down on the han-
dle and it automatically clamps the rope - the brake-
man is a further level of safety. 
Going down is the easy part. Climbing back up with 
the ascending equipment was ‘hard yaka’. The ex-
pression on even Grums face as he reached the top 
says it all.  
 
Following the rope rescue, two full Cliff Rescue exer-
cises were held of a 45 metre cliff face using the 
Larkin frame, with team members changing job roles 
each time as multi-skilling is essential in real opera-
tional deployments. 
 
27th - Cliff Rescue and Operations training Scenario 
off the Coastal Cliffs. 
A night time realistic rescue scenario with operations 
team, communications and a full cliff rescue of an 
‘injured adult and child’ (both dummies) was held.  
Only the three people, who had set up the scenario 

knew what was going on. 

A ‘call out’ 15 minutes before normal training time, a 

briefing with only minimal information available and 

deployment. The rescue crews had some expected 

difficulties - missing a track turn off, briefly getting 

bogged and some radio communication black spots. 

Setting up in the dark caused few difficulties as it had 

been gone through on the previous days training.  

The operations group passed on updated information 

as it was divulged to them, had updates with the 

FESA Regional manager (who was in on the scenario) 

and had nuisance calls from a ’press reporter’.  

Altogether a realistic successful and safe scenario, 

which re-enforced previous training.  .- [Mac Holt]    

March  2012 Training/Activity schedule :-  
Date   Time Activity        Organiser(s) 
Monday 12th 18:45 Comms, Safety Equipment, Rope trial    Mac/Steve D 
Weekend 24th - 25th Bush Team Building, Comms/Navigation - Zuytdorp Steve C/Mac/Steve D  
Monday 26th  18:45 SMEAC, Don’t get wet Scenario, Clarks Mast  Steve C/Mac 
Weekend 31st 1st April Communications Equipment 2 day Course   Steve C/Mac 

Want to learn new skills?   -   Are you up to the challenge ?   -   Then phone 0417994277. 


